Changes in Safety Attitude and Improvement of Multidisciplinary Teamwork by Implementation of the WHO Surgical Safety Checklist in University Hospital
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Abstract

Background: We investigated the changes in consciousness of operating team staffs and the influences on the operating time after the implementation of the surgical safety checklist (SSC) using a questionnaire survey. Materials and Methods: 206 operating team staffs (148 surgeons, 20 anesthesiologists, 38 nurses) replied to the questionnaire survey, and the changes in consciousness were checked before and after the implementation of the SSC. We retrospectively investigated the operating time from medical and anesthesia records at the point 2 months before (pre-implementation (pre-I): n = 656) and 2 months after (post-implementation (post-I): n = 650) the implementation. We compared the scheduled operating time, the actual operating time, and the ratio between the two groups. Results: We received replies from 156 operating team staffs, i.e., the recovery rate was 75.7% (156/206). The operating team staffs were interested in 9 items, which included the self-introduction of members, patient referral, surgical procedure, scheduled operating time, predicted blood loss, important matters in the operation, timing of antibiotics, and important matters in anesthesia, and preparation of required materials and equipment. In the multidisciplinary teamwork, they had increased the consciousness of responsibility and communication. There was no significant difference in the scheduled operating time (post-I: 186.9 ± 131.9; pre-I: 184.8 ± 127.8 minutes) and the actual operating time (post-I: 170.8 ± 148.1 minutes).
minutes; the pre-I: 174.6 ± 147.3 minutes). However, regarding the ratio of the actual operating time to the scheduled operating time, there was a significant difference (the post-I: 0.90 ± 0.43; the pre-I: 0.95 ± 0.45). Use of the SSC significantly decreased the actual operating time. **Conclusion:** The outcomes of the implementation of SSC resulted in changes in the safety consciousness of the operating team staffs such as their increased responsibility and communication. The improved multidisciplinary teamwork might make them realize a smooth operating progression to shorten the actual operating time.
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**1. Introduction**

Since the publication of "To Err is Human" [1], worldwide awareness of medical errors has driven the need to control it in the best possible ways. Medical error has been defined as an unintended act (either of omission or commission) or one that does not achieve its intended outcome [2], the failure of a planned action to be completed as intended (an error of execution), the use of a wrong plan to achieve an objective (an error of planning) [3], or a deviation from the process of care that may or may not cause harm to the patient [4]. Patient harm due to a medical error can occur at the individual or system level. Medical error is not included on death certificates or in rankings of the cause of death. Makary M.A. et al. [5] assessed its contribution to mortality. Comparing their estimate to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, rankings suggested that medical error is the third most common cause of death in the US [5].

To reduce avoidable morbidity, mortality, and medical errors, safety checklists are designed to improve surgical safety by influencing wider aspects of performance in the operating room, that is, fostering better inter professional teamwork and communication [6]. Breakdowns in multidisciplinary teamwork in the operating room are reported as one of the most common contributory factors towards the occurrence of wrong site surgeries and other surgical adverse events [7] [8] [9] [10] [11].

Recently, based on the guideline of safety surgery by the World Health Organization (WHO) [12], the WHO surgical safety checklist has been implemented on a global scale, which results have been published [13] [14].

In October, 2010, the surgical safety checklist had not been implemented in our University of Miyazaki Hospital. As a hospital working standard of “from the surgical patient’s carrying in to the skin incision”, the workflow was created by our division of medical patient safety, which had been originally operated. The workflow contains 3 steps, that is, 1) surgical patient’s preparation step at arrival from inpatient ward, 2) confirmation steps in front of the operating room entrance, and 3) patient confirmation steps before induction of anesthesia to
skin incision in the operating room. The surgical patients must be confirmed by documents and personal data assistance. At that time of the timeout section, a simple timeout checklist, which had been performed by an operator, the confirmation items contain the patient’s name, procedure, and surgical site (right or left), and the anesthetist and circulating nurse checked the presented information by confirming the informed consent document format. Currently, the level of surgical safety management seemed to be very low.

Belatedly, in Japan, in May, 2012, a WHO surgical safety checklist (Japanese translation version) was introduced at the Seminar of Medical Patient Safety of National, Public, and Private University Hospitals (in Osaka, 2012), which was selected as the fact-finding survey and the mutual check was performed on a national scale.

The implementation of the WHO surgical safety checklist decreased the mortality and the morbidity in surgery and perioperative complications [15] [16] [17] [18] [19]. These checks are designed to minimize the risk of complications and death by reinforcing and standardizing accepted safety procedures (which can be overlooked by a busy team) and by creating a redundancy in the system to allow for human error to be captured [6].

However, there was few studies on the recognition of the medical staffs, such that there is some benefit for patients but questionable as to whether or not there has some benefit for the medical staff. We hypothesized that the implementation of the surgical safety checklist improved the safety attitude of the surgical team staff, that is, a good patient-information grasp by the operating room staffs, sharing of matters, improvement of consciousness for the preparing of equipment, the smooth operating progression, shortening of the operating time and overtime work. We verified these changes in the medical staff’s safety attitude, consciousness, recognition, and incidental content before and after the implementation of the surgical safety checklist.

We report an experience during the implementation of the WHO surgical safety checklist in September, 2012, and the outcomes on the changes in safety, attitude and improvement of multidisciplinary teamwork.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Approach of the Implementation of the Surgical Safety Checklist and the Timeout Moderation

The implementation of the surgical safety checklist should be approved in advance by the governing council of the University of Miyazaki Hospital. After we obtained comments and consensus of the implementation at the hospital liaison conference, we informed doctors and nurses of the outcome.

In June, 2012, based on medical evidence from world-wide situations [13] [14], a need for the implementation of the surgical safety checklist was introduced at the monthly-held risk manager conference. At the hospital operating room conference, the implementation method was explained to the members of each of the hospital’s medical directors.
In July, 2012, at the hospital liaison conference, the members that include the hospital director, deputy director, hospital medical director, clinic director, head nurses, deputy minister, deputy director of each clinical department, administrative divisions, launching of the task force on the implementation of the surgical safety checklist was approved. Based on the leadership of the professor in the Department of Anesthesiology, implementation of the surgical safety checklist was decided. After the video-shooting of appearance of timeout and the approval of its step description, and the moderator of time out was decided to hang out by an anesthesiologist.

In August, 2012, the implementation of the surgical safety checklist was approved by the hospital medical safety commission, the step description and a video providing the timeout were featured at the hospital liaison conference.

In September, 2012, the surgical safety checklist was started in the interim, which was finally approved by the governing council of the University of Miyazaki Hospital.

In February, 2013, as a hospital unified rule, the marking method for the surgical site was approved to be added, and the version of the surgical safety checklist for local anesthesia was also approved.

2.2. Study Protocol

Table 1 shows our hospital’s version of the modified WHO surgical safety checklist. Before a skin incision, all operative team staffs must agree to stop and coordinately run a self-introduction and verify the patient information and sharing of the procedural information by the surgical safety checklist. Table 2 shows our hospital’s scenario of time out and moderation procedure (denoted in the left row of Table 2), which represented 9 items of self-assessment (1) self-introduction of members; 2) Patient referral; 3) Surgical procedure; 4) Scheduled operating time; 5) Predicted blood loss; 6) Important matters regarding the operation; 7) Timing of antibiotics; 8) Important matters of anesthesia; 9) Preparation of required materials and equipment) (denoted in the right row of Table 2). The time out is started from a calling by the anesthesiologist. A circulating nurse leaves to record the results of the timeout. The ethics committee in our hospital approved this clinical study.

2.3. Questionnaire Survey

Table 3 shows the questionnaire survey for operating team staffs. We surveyed changes in consciousness before and after the implementation of the surgical safety checklist. The survey subjects have to know the changed items in the time out procedure and recognition. Our operating team staffs (surgeons, anesthesiologist, and nurses) replied to three questions in the questionnaire survey by a self-assessment at 2 months after implementation of the surgical safety checklist. Question 1 (Q. 1) is to evaluate 9 items, which are based on the scenario and each part of the moderation by the anesthesiologist in Table 2 (in the left and
**Table 1. Surgical safety checklist in University of Miyazaki Hospital.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID:</th>
<th>Patient name:</th>
<th>Date:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Department:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Surgical Safety Checklist at University of Miyazaki Hospital**

**At the entrance of operating room**
- ■ Patient identification
- ■ Document verification
- ■ Confirmation of surgical site
- ■ Order of prevention of deep vein thrombosis

**In the operating room**
- ■ Patient confirmation by attending doctor with personal data assistance
- ■ Confirmation of surgical site (preoperative marking) by attending doctor
- ■ Allergy confirmation

**Reporting for anesthesiologist**
- ■ Confirmation of preoperative orders

**Observing items by operating room nurse**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Absence</th>
<th>Presence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Back abnormality</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□&lt;br&gt;( )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limitation of joint range of motion</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□&lt;br&gt;( )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skin abnormality</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□&lt;br&gt;( )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- □ Not applicable

(Abridgement of checklist due to emergency operation)

※ Leave to record the abridged items

- □ Self-introduction of members
- □ Recognition of patient name, surgical site by doctors
- □ Scheduled operating time
- □ Predicted blood loss (much more than usual amounts, etc.?)
- □ Important matters in surgery
- □ Timing of antibiotics
- □ Importance in anesthesia
- □ Continuous analgesia by Patient-Controlled Analgesia (PCA) (necessary, unnecessary)
  - □ Duration of PCA
  - □ The prohibition of steroid, Anticoagulant, dialysis intervention, and etc. during the operation
- □ Problem lists
- □ Preparation of required materials and equipments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Absence</th>
<th>Presence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Time out time</td>
<td>( : )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time out members: Operator: ( )</td>
<td>Anesthesiologist: ( )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attending doctor: ( )</td>
<td>Scrub nurse: ( )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Circulating nurse: ( )</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
- □ Not applicable (ultra-emergency operation)

- □ Confirmation of surgical procedure, position of drain
- □ Count of equipments
  - Scrub nurse: ( )
  - Circulating nurse: ( )

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Numbers of used equipments</th>
<th>Set</th>
<th>Single</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Numbers of returned equipments</td>
<td>Set</td>
<td>Single</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- □ Count of gauze
- □ Not applicable

| Scrub nurse: ( ) | Circulating nurse: ( )
|------------------|------------------|
Table 2. Procedure of time out (moderated by anesthesiologist) and 9 items of self-assessment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Procedure of time out (moderated by anesthesiologist)</th>
<th>9 items of self-assessment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Anesthesiologist: I will start time out from now.</td>
<td>1. Self-introduction of members</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anesthesiologist: I am an anesthetist, “name”. Please introduce your name, in the order of operator, attending doctor, the first assistant, the second assistant, scrub nurse, circulating nurse, and students.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Team members: I’m an operator, “NAME”. I’m an attending doctor, “NAME”. I’m a first assistant, “NAME”. I’m a second assistant, “NAME”. I’m a scrub nurse, “NAME”. I’m a circulating nurse, “NAME”. I’m a student, “NAME”. Anesthesiologist: Let me know about the patient’s name, procedure.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Operator: The Patient is “NAME”. The incision is right or left, ○○○○. Anesthesiologist: Let me know about the scheduled operating time and the anticipated blood loss.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Operator: Operating time is (X) hours, blood loss is about (Y) ml.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Anesthesiologist: What are the critical or non-routine steps?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operator: I might perform … Anesthesiologist: I’ve gave the first antibiotic prophylaxis. Has antibiotic prophylaxis been given in the next? Operator: nothing. (or every 6 hours later)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Anesthesiologist: There are some patient-specific concerns. Anesthesiologist: Has sterility been confirmed? Are there equipment matters or any concerns?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Scrub and circulating nurses: Yes, sterility has been confirmed. There are equipment issues. Anesthesiologist: I’m looking forward to working with you.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 All team members: I’m looking forward to working with you.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>4. Surgical procedure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Predicted blood loss</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Important matters in operation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Timing of antibiotics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Important matters in anesthesia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Preparation of required materials and equipment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Starting from calling by anesthesiologist. Department of operation, University of Miyazaki Hospital.*
Table 3. The questionnaire survey.

Q1. Evaluate 9 items changed by timeout with implementation of surgical checklist (by self-assessment)

(5 points: Excellent, 4 points: Good, 3 points: Average, 2 points: Fair, 1 point: Poor)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>5: Excellent</th>
<th>4: Good</th>
<th>3: Average</th>
<th>2: Fair</th>
<th>1: Poor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1) Self-introduction of members</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2) Patient referral</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3) Surgical procedure</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4) Scheduled operating time</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5) Predicted blood loss</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6) Important matters in operation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7) Timing of antibiotics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8) Important matters in anesthesia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9) Preparation of required materials and equipment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Q2. What are your changes in recognition by implementation of timeout?
(multiple answers allowed)

1) Increased sense of responsibility
2) Patient-centered operating team
3) Increased communication
4) Bright atmosphere
5) Getting interested in multidisciplinary
6) Reduction of mental stresses
7) Reduction of physical stresses
8) Growing tension

Q3. Free comment.

right rows of Table 2). The 9 items on the timeout procedure are 1) self-introduction of members, 2) patient referral, 3) surgical procedure, 4) scheduled operating time, 5) predicted blood loss, 6) important matters about the operation, 7) timing of antibiotics, 8) important matters about anesthesia, and 9) preparation of required materials and equipment. These 9 items on the timeout procedure were checked by a multidisciplinary self-assessment. Before and after implementation of the surgical safety checklist, the items were replied by a 5-stage evaluation (5 points: excellent, 4 points: good, 3 points: average, 2 points: fair, 1 point: poor). Question 2 (Q. 2) is to answer what recognition of the 8 items to be changed is due to the implementation of the surgical safety checklist. Before and after the implementation, the recognition configured 8 items, which are 1) increased sense of responsibility, 2) patient-centered operative team, 3) increased communication, 4) bright atmosphere, 5) getting interested in multi-disciplinary, 6) reduction of mental stress, 7) reduction of physical stress, and 8) grow-
ing tension. Multiple answers can be allowed. Question 3 (Q. 3) is to add free comments.

2.4. Retrospective Analysis of Medical and Anesthesia Record

Retrospectively, we randomly evaluated hundreds of patients who underwent surgery in our hospital. We investigated gender, age, body height, body weight, scheduled operating time, anesthesia time, actual operating time, ratio of actual operating time to the scheduled operating time, case numbers that extended over the scheduled time, and time in the operating room over the scheduled time, based on the medical and anesthesia records at 2 months before and after the implementation of the surgical safety checklist. Regarding these two points (pre-implementation and post-implementation), we compared the above parameters between the two groups.

2.5. Statistical Analysis

Statistical differences in the parameters between the two groups were calculated using the t-test or the Mann-Whitney test. A p value less than 0.05 was considered to be statistically significant.

3. Results

3.1. Outcomes of Multidisciplinary Self-Assessment of 9 Items on Timeout by Implementation of Surgical Safety Checklist (Question 1)

We requested a bearer questionnaire for 206 operating team staffs (148 surgeons, 20 anesthesiologists, 38 nurses). As a result, we received replies from 156 operating staffs (119 surgeons, 13 anesthesiologists, 24 nurses) and the recovery rate was 75.7% (156/206).

Figure 1 to Figure 4 show the results of 9 items evaluated by the self-assessment before and after the implementation of the surgical safety checklist. The highest items that displayed more than 4.0 points (more than “4: good”) by the self-assessment were denoted in the darker colors of the 9 items.

Figure 1 shows that surgeons (n = 119) evaluated all 9 items as a display of more than a 3.84-point, that is nearer to the 4.0-point (3-point is “average”; 4-point is “good”) and evaluated 6 items of which were more than the 4.0-point (more than “good”), that were the “self-introduction of members” (4.04-point), “scheduled operating time” (4.08-point), “predicted blood loss” (4.03-point), “important matters regarding the operation” (4.14-point), “timing of antibiotics” (4.08-point), and “important matters in anesthesia” (4.15-point), especially, the highest points of which were the items of “important matters regarding the operation” (4.14-point) and “important matters about anesthesia” (4.15-point), and the lowest points of which were the items of “patient referral” (3.84-point) and the “surgical procedure” (3.84-point). The total points were 36.12-and the averaged point was 4.013(36.12/9). The outcomes in surgeons represented “almost good” because that 9 items showed the around 4-point.
Figure 1. Q. 1. Self-assessment of 9 items on time out by implementation of surgical safety checklist (Outcomes for surgeons).

Figure 2. Q. 1. Self-assessment of 9 items on time out by implementation of surgical safety checklist (Outcomes for anesthesiologists).

Figure 3. Q. 1. Self-assessment of 9 items on time out by implementation of surgical safety checklist (Outcomes for nurses).
Figure 2 showed that anesthesiologists (n = 13) evaluated all 9 items as a display of more than a 3.92-point, which is much nearer to the 4.0-point (3-point is “average”; 4-point is “good”) and evaluated 8 items of which showed more than 4.0-point (more than “good”), which were the “self-introduction of members” (4.31-point), “patient referral” (4.3-point), “surgical procedure” (4.62-point), “scheduled operating time” (4.62-point), “predicted blood loss” (4.46-point), “important matters regarding the operation” (4.54-point), “timing of antibiotics” (4.48-point), and “preparation of required materials and equipment” (4-point). The total points were 39.25- and the averaged point was 4.361 (39.25-point/9). The outcomes by the anesthesiologists seemed to focus on almost all items and represented a situation of more than “good”, even though the lowest points, which was the item of “important matters in anesthesia” (3.92-point), is very close to the 4.0-point (“good”).

The above points obtained by the anesthesiologists (total point: 39.25) were relatively higher than those of the surgeons (total point: 36.12) (Figure 1). The anesthesiologists suggested that the use of the surgical safety checklist changed the safety attitude in the operating room compared to those of the surgeons.

Figure 3 showed that nurses (n = 24) evaluated all 9 items as a display of more than 3.8 points (3-point is “average”; 4-point is “good”) and had high interests in 7 items of which showed more than the 4.0-point (more than “good”), which were the “self-introduction of members” (4.5-point), “patient referral” (4.3-point), “surgical procedure” (4.21-point), “scheduled operating time” (4.42-point), “predicted blood loss” (4.63-point), “important matters regarding the operation” (4.71-
point), “timing of antibiotics” (4.63-point), and “important matters about anesthesia” (4.67-point). The total points were 39.95-points, and the averaged point was 4.439 (39.95-point/9). The outcomes for the nurses had high interests in almost all items, however, the lowest points was the item of “preparation of required materials and equipment” (3.88-point).

The above points obtained by nurses (total point: 39.95) were relatively higher than those of the surgeons (total point: 36.12) (Figure 1) and were similar to those of the anesthesiologists (total point: 39.25) (Figure 2). The anesthesiologists and nurses suggested that the use of the surgical safety checklist changed the safety attitude in the operating room compared to those of the surgeons.

Figure 4 showed that multidisciplinary (n = 156) evaluated all 9 items of a display of more than 3.9 points (3-point is “average”; 4-point is “good”), and 6 items of which displayed more than 4.0 points (more than “good”), that were the “self-introduction of members” (4.13-point), “scheduled operating time” (4.16-point), “predicted blood loss” (4.16-point), “important matters regarding the operation” (4.26-point), “timing of antibiotics” (4.19-point), and “important matters in anesthesia” (4.22-point). As the ratio of surgeons was 57.8% (119/206) of the replied staffs, the results of the multidisciplinary appeared to be similar and depended on those of the surgeons.

The above points obtained by the multidisciplinary (total point: 36.98) were similar to those of the surgeons (total point: 36.12) (Figure 1). The anesthesiologists (total point: 39.25) and nurses (total point: 39.95) suggested that the use of the surgical safety checklist changed the safety attitude in the operating room compared to those of the surgeons.

Summarizing the above results according to each occupation, the items focused on by the surgeons, anesthesiologists, and nurses were different, the outcomes of which seemed to be interesting, however, those differences appeared to represent each of the professional’s characteristics and their responsibilities.

3.2. What Are Your Changes in Recognition by the Implementation of the Surgical Safety Checklist? (Multiple Answers Allowed) (Question 2)

Figure 5 to Figure 8 show the replied ratio (percentage) and results of the self-assessment of 8 items on the changes in recognition by the implementation of the surgical safety checklist. The highest items displayed accumulated by the multiple answers allowed were denoted by the darker colors in the 8 items.

Figure 5 showed that the surgeons (n = 119) had a higher interest in the item of “increased sense of responsibility” (40.3%) and the “increased communication” (37.8%) than the other items. There was no reply to the “reduction of physical stresses” (0%). After the implementation of the surgical safety checklist, the outcomes by surgeons had more focused on the “increased responsibility” and the “increased communication”.

Figure 6 showed that the anesthesiologists (n = 13) had a much higher interest in the “increased communication” (53.8%). There was no reply to the “increased sense of responsibility” (0%) and the “reduction of physical stresses”
What are your changes in recognition by implementation of time out? (multiple answers allowed)

Figure 5. Q. 2. Self-assessment of 9 items on time out by implementation of surgical safety checklist (Outcome for surgeons).

Figure 6. Q. 2. Self-assessment of 9 items on time out by implementation of surgical safety checklist (Outcomes for anesthesiologists).

Figure 7. Q. 2. Self-assessment of 9 items on time out by implementation of surgical safety checklist (Outcomes for nurses).
Figure 8. Q. 2. Self-assessment of 9 items on time out by implementation of surgical safety checklist (Outcomes for multidisciplinary).

(0%). The outcomes by the anesthesiologists had more focused on the “increased communication”.

Figure 7 showed that nurses (n = 24) had a high interest in the “increased sense of responsibility” (58.3%) and “increased communication” (50%). There was no reply to the “reduction of physical stresses” (0%). The outcomes by the nurses resulted in the high interest in the “increased responsibility” and “increased communication”.

Figure 8 showed that multidisciplinary (n = 156) of the operating team staffs had a high interest in the “increased sense of responsibility” (39.7%) and “increased communication” (41%). There was no reply to the “reduction of physical stresses” (0%). The outcomes in multidisciplinary had significantly focused on the “increased responsibility” and the “increased communication”.

Summarizing these replied results according to each occupation, the items focused by surgeons, anesthesiologists, and nurses were different, however, one common outcome seemed to be focused on the ‘increased communication’ and the use of a surgical safety checklist appeared to contribute to the operative staffs to construct a good communication, teamwork, and collaboration in the operating room.

3.3. Free Comments (Question 3)
There were some free comments, such as building of a patient-centered team, good atmosphere in communication between the operating team staffs, increased communication by the operating team, good work atmosphere, increased payment of attention to multidisciplinary task and work, and reduction of mental stresses and physical stresses.

3.4. Retrospective Analysis of Medical and Anesthesia Records
Table 4 displays the results of the investigation based on the medical and anesthesia records. At the point of 2 months before and after the implementation of
Table 4. Outcomes before and after the implementation of surgical safety checklist.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcomes</th>
<th>Pre-implementation</th>
<th>Post-implementation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Case numbers</td>
<td>656</td>
<td>650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender (Male:Female)</td>
<td>340:316</td>
<td>356:294</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age*</td>
<td>45.2 ± 26.2</td>
<td>51.7 ± 24.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body height (cm)</td>
<td>151.6 ± 21.5</td>
<td>152.1 ± 22.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body weight (kg)</td>
<td>52.6 ± 18.0</td>
<td>54.1 ± 18.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scheduled operating time (min)</td>
<td>184.8 ± 127.8</td>
<td>186.9 ± 131.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anesthesia time (min)</td>
<td>236.5 ± 168.0</td>
<td>229.9 ± 170.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actual operating time (min)</td>
<td>174.6 ± 147.3</td>
<td>170.8 ± 148.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratio of actual operating time to the scheduled operating time*</td>
<td>0.95 ± 0.45</td>
<td>0.90 ± 0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case numbers that extended over the scheduled time (min)</td>
<td>165 (25.2%)</td>
<td>148 (22.8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staying time in operating room over the scheduled time (min)</td>
<td>121.6 ± 7.6</td>
<td>118.7 ± 7.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The surgical safety checklist, we randomly extracted 656 medical and anesthesia records (as a pre-implementation group: pre-I group) and 650 ones (as a post-implementation group: post-I group). We compared these two groups.

There was a significance in ages between the two groups (pre-I group: 45.2 ± 26.2, and post-I group: 51.7 ± 24.8). Between the two groups, there was no significance regarding body height, body weight, anesthesia time, scheduled operating time, and actual operating time. For the scheduled operating time, 186.9 ± 131.9 minutes in the post-I group was longer compared to that in the pre-I group (184.8 ± 127.8 minutes).

For the anesthesia time, 229.9 ± 170.5 minutes in the post-I group was shorter compared to that in the pre-I group (236.5 ± 168.0 minutes), but there was no significance. For the actual operating time, 170.8 ± 148.1 minutes in the post-I group was shorter compared to that for the pre-I group (174.6 ± 147.3 minutes), but there was no significance between the two groups.

However, for the ratio of the actual operating time to the scheduled operating time, 0.90 ± 0.43 in the post-I group was shorter compared than that for the pre-I group (0.95 ± 0.45), and there was a significance. The use of the surgical safety checklist significantly decreased the actual operating time after the implementation.

For the case numbers that extended over the scheduled time, that in the post-I group (n = 148, 148/650, 22.8%) resulted in less compared to that in the pre-I group (n = 165, 165/656, 25.2%) (there was no significance). The use of the surgical safety checklist might display a tendency of fewer case numbers that extended over the scheduled time after the implementation.

For the staying time in the operating room over the scheduled time, that in the post-I group (118.7 ± 7.5 minutes) was shorter compared to that in the pre-I group (121.6 ± 7.6) (there was no significance). The use of the surgical safety...
checklist might display a tendency of a shorter staying time in the operating room over the scheduled time after the implementation.

4. Discussion

Every year, an estimated 234 million surgeries are performed globally. Of these, an estimated seven million complications and one million deaths occur [20], half of which are thought to be preventable [21] [22] [23].

Preventable errors are often not related to technical skill failure, training, or knowledge but represent cognitive, system or teamwork failure [3] [24] [25] [26] [27]. Nontechnical skills, such as communication, cooperation, coordination, and leadership, are critical components of teamwork, but limited interpersonal skills often underlie adverse events and errors [28] [29] [30]. In a review of litigated surgical outcomes, communication failures accounted for 87% of the system failures that led to an indemnity payment [31]. The communication failure occurred primarily between caregivers, rather than between the caregiver and patient.

One strategy that is being promoted to help reduce mortality and complications that arise during surgery is the use of surgical safety checklists [14]. The World Health Organization (WHO) Surgical Safety Checklist was developed through its Safe Surgery Saves Lives Campaign [12]. Central to this campaign is the WHO Surgical Safety Checklist, a 19-item checklist that promotes safety by helping clinicians adhere to an evidence-based best practice [15]. In its pilot program, the checklist was found to decrease mortality and complications by 48 and 37%, respectively, in eight hospitals around the world [16].

The exact mechanism by which surgical checklists improve patient outcomes is not well understood, but it is thought that multiple factors play a role in this. The key factors include improved team communication [32] [33] [34], teamwork [16] [33] [35], compliance with prophylactic antibiotic administration [14] [36] [37] and monitoring prior to administration of anesthesia [38].

Checklists or protocols are a common tool for preventing human errors in complex and high intensity areas of work [21]. The use of a checklist is associated with changes in systems and changes in the culture of operating theater teams [25] [39]. These cultural changes increase communication and teamwork within the surgical team by delegating the responsibility for patient safety to the whole team away from a purely hierarchical system and enhancing the work satisfaction of the health care professionals [40]. In addition, the use of a checklist helps to determine each person’s function during the surgical procedure [41] [42].

Several studies have shown that team communication and teamwork are critical factors for patient safety and quality and could prevent many deaths and major complications in surgery [25] [43] [44].

By promoting direct verbal communication and interaction, the checklist aims to open the line of communication between the operating room members, to ensure a common understanding or “shared mental model” of the pa-
tient, procedure, and risk, and to empower individuals to voice safety concerns who may not otherwise feel able to do so, thus increasing the probability of surgical error being captured or mitigated before it is too late [6].

The present study showed that the implementation of the surgical safety checklist changed the operating team staffs to increase their consciousness for multidisciplinary, and to increase their professional responsibility and communication. After the implementation, as a result, the ratio of the actual operating time to the scheduled operating time has become significantly lower. This was the reason why the operating team staff began to concentrate their consciousness as a novel medical resource. By the implementation, sufficient understanding of the patient information should provide the operating team staffs with a smooth surgery progression. Their increased responsibility and communication in multidisciplinary have changed their safety attitude, their consciousness for the scheduled operating time that might result in a smooth surgery progression. As a result, such a good affect and situation might shorten the actual operating time.

The surgical safety checklist is a good communication tool for the operating team staff in multidisciplinary, which is also a good briefing and debriefing tool that becomes a surgical patient information sharing system. This includes the scheduled operating time, estimated amount of blood loss, matters in surgery, timing of antibiotics, matters in anesthesia, and preparation of materials and equipment, information that needs to be shared with the operating team staff in multidisciplinary. The implementation of the surgical safety checklist should naturally be in the everyday preoperative briefing with sharing of the operating matters, the preparing of equipment, and the smooth operating progression, which common safety culture improves the surgical teamwork in multidisciplinary.

The limitation of the present study was considered that there were no assessment of complications and mortality, exclusion of the emergent surgery, the evaluation of the changes in consciousness as judged by the self-assessment, and it is a short-term study without a long-term follow-up.

5. Conclusions

By implementation of the surgical safety checklist, the consciousness for the operating team staffs and the responsibility and communication increased, which validated the reduction in the actual operating time compared to the scheduled operating time. However, there was no significant change in the operating team staff’s working overtime.

The surgical safety checklist is a good communication tool for the operating teamwork and has become a good surgical patient information sharing system.
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